
AN ANALYSIS OF THE TWO CHARACTERS IN THE NOVEL DEATH OF A

SALESMAN BY ARTHUR MILLER

Character Analysis in Death of a Salesman, by Arthur Miller The two brothers cannot find peace in the reality of their
lives and they never quite John Steinbeck demonstrates in his highly acclaimed novel The Grapes of.

The play continues to affect audiences because it allows them to hold a mirror up to themselves. The dream is
o the idea that; by believing and trying very hard in whatever they do, there will be a great reward, with the
ultimate prize being that of happiness. Happy goes off to bed, and Willy and Charley begin to play cards. He,
therefore, daydreams. Get help from experienced and well-trained writers holding a college or a PhD degree!
Willy believes that he could one day set up a big business of his own. He is not only hardworking but also
very intelligent. But he could be a peasant, he could be, whatever. He scolds her mending and orders her to
throw the stockings out. He and Happy still live in their old bunk beds; despite the fact that this reminds Linda
of better times, it is a clear sign that neither of the sons has matured. Miller saw his uncles as independent
explorers, charting new territories across America. Summary[ edit ] As a flute melody plays, Willy Loman
returns to his home in Brooklyn one night, exhausted from a failed sales trip. It is noteworthy that Miller does
not disclose what type of salesman Willy is. Willy enters and prattles on about a "very big deal" that Biff is
working on. Feeling Stuck on Your Essay? He praises his sons, now younger, who are washing his car.
Stanley and Happy seem to be friends, or at least acquaintances, and they banter about and ogle Miss Forsythe
together before Biff and Willy arrive at the restaurant. Linda tells him that Happy took Biff on a double date,
and that it was nice to see them shaving together. She lives in Boston and works in a company as an assistant.
Happy is also a product of Willy's philosophy. Linda, in contrast, shows little of Willy's boisterous intensity.
Willy blurts out that he was fired. That's what it's about. Biff and Happy listen as well. I can park my car in
any street in New England, and the cops protect it like their own. Biff led a charmed life in high school as a
football star with scholarship prospects, good male friends, and fawning female admirers. Biff realizes that
Willy has created a false image of himself for his family, society, and even for himself. He often dreams about
Ben having an umbrella and a valise in his hands. His presentation of the bouquet to his mother shows that he
loves his mother and becomes upset after his father dies. The finest people. Ready to leave, Biff invites Happy
to go back out West with him. Rather, she is dependable and kind, perpetually attempting to smooth out
conflicts that Willy might encounter. Like Willy, he manipulates the truth to create a more favorable reality for
himself. Willy believes wholeheartedly in the American Dream of easy success and wealth, but he never
achieves it. If the reader or audience looks past the plot into the theme and symbolisms used they can see that
the plays are more similar than they are different. He left to find his father but went to Africa and returned
with gold mines in his coffer. As Willy talks to Ben about the prospect of going to Alaska, Charley, seeing no
one there, gets confused and questions Willy. Meanwhile his firm for which he has worked for about
thirty-four years has taken away his salary and he has to work on straight commission in New England like a
beginner. March 29, , at the Broadhurst Theatre , running for 97 performances. He pities Willy and frequently
lends him money and comes over to play cards with him, although Willy often treats him poorly.


